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WealthMakers is a Wall Street research and trading firm providing unbiased statistical stock market predictions to
empower investors, securities professionals and public company employees to make precise, predictive and profitable
trading decisions. Our unparalleled technology, trading algorithms and proprietary data generate confident predictions,
with clear and concise objectives resulting in unique and innovative research reports that move markets and create
exponential returns to our clients.
WOPR (WealthMakers Online Predictive Research) is a military-style computer that uses parallel processing, genetic
algorithms, neural networks and unbridled computing power to analyze exactly what event ( technicals, fundamentals,
earnings, seasonality, short squeeze, group rotation, chart patterns, insider buying/selling and multiple other factors)
will move each stock, in which direction, to what % degree, in the specific amount of time and with what degree of
probability. Based on IBMs work on Deep Blue (now called "Watson"), this powerful database technology matched
with hundreds of data feeds and the ability to find patterns, that humans cannot, has the ability to do the work of
hundreds or thousands of analysts without getting tired (24 hours per day / 7 days per week).
WealthMakers Research Reports work because our Market Read strategies have a very high success rate. Both
“accuracy” and “average return" and "average # of days in trade" are tracked in real-time and documented.

Tom Ronk
Chief Analytics Officer and Founder
WealthMakers

When you experience the power of WOPR you will
wonder how you ever made a trading decision without
it! After 16 years and $60 million of investment, this
technology is being unleashed in the stock market and
changing the way both individual and institutional
investors make their trading decisions. Imagine
knowing exactly what is happening in a stock, when it
has happened before and what happened after the event
took place. This gives you the exact probability,
timeframe and percentage expected move based on real
-time events and purely unemotional statistical
evidence supporting your trading decision! Remember,
math doesn’t lie, people do.

HOW IT WORKS. WOPR is a distributed computing system that has hundreds of data feeds (economic, weather,
geopolitical, interest rates, energy, equities, currencies, commodities, etc.) feeding into a relational database that searches
for patterns and determines how a trading instrument has behaved both before and after specific events have taken place in
the past. Only about 25% of stocks display patterns at any given time and only about 1% of stocks exhibit all the
necessary conditions on any given day to make a trade. That means that out of 14,000 stocks, only about 140 trades are
high probability trades that our system would generate a research report on and disseminate the information to clients.
This process eliminates the noise and only tells you which stocks have multiple strategies lining up at the same time, in
the same direction, with no conflicting predictions and the fundamental valuation is in-line with the prediction!

WOPR currently has 12 viewing panes and can be accessed at http://www.wopronline.com. WOPR Online is a visual
display of the actual decision making process taking place in order for stocks to be selected from 14,000 stocks, 10
different strategies and hundreds of datafeeds. The machine is doing millions of calculations and determining which
stocks fit the exact conditions for a trade to take place. When this massive filtering process generates a trade, it feeds that
trade into THE MATRIX. The Matrix is WealthMakers’ trading tool that can be accessed when you sign up for Power
Trader at http://www.wealthmakers.com. Read on and we will show you exactly how to tame this tiger of a trading
technology!

LOG INTO
THE MATRIX
The user interface with WealthMakers
is though the Power Trader Matrix.
The Matrix automatically scans
through 14,000 stocks, 10 strategies
and real-time price updates to find
only those stocks that have multiple
predictions, at the same time, in the
same direction, with no conflicting
predictions and the fundamental value
of the stock is in-line with the
direction of the trade. This powerful
technology filters out the exact long/
short trades that our trading network
need to enter at the precise time and
price that they should be entered/
exited.
WealthMakers Power Trader works
because the Market Read strategies
have a very high success rate. Both
“accuracy” and “average return" and
"average # of days in trade" are
tracked in real-time and documented at
www.wealthmakers.com.

Product Features:


Continually updated list with high-level information (new stocks that meet
criteria are added and stocks that hit target and/or target date are removed.



List of all stocks that fit specific criteria, therefore increasing probability



The user has the ability to sort by header (customizable by the user)



The details for the stock, the MarketRead, is available by clicking the stock
symbol (the html version) or the pdf



Stock look-up capabilities – review all strategies/reports for specific symbol



Follow – the ability to follow multiple stock symbols

WealthMakers Market Reads are dynamically
generated 8-10 page research reports that
visually display the specific strategies that are
firing simultaneously to empower you to make a
trading decision RIGHT NOW! Each strategy is
described and specific time windows, percentage
moves and probabilities are explained. Market
Reads give investors concise, logical and
compelling arguments that are easily
understandable and result in the confidence
necessary to MAKE THE TRADE!
EBAY is just one example!
On July 17, 2012 EBAY showed up as a trade in
The Matrix. The Market Read research report to
the right was generated and clients were advised
that EBAY had a high probability of going from
$38.83 to $43.31, had a short squeeze underway
(SqueezeTrigger) and was undervalued
compared to its $50.17 fundamental valuation.
The chart below shows what happened next.
Two days later the stock hit an intraday high of
$44.44! A gain of +14.4% in only two trading
days. Market Reads are a must read!

Knowing what is going to happen BEFORE it happens
is the name of the game on Wall Street. The combined
power of WOPR, The Matrix and Market Read
Research Reports give investors the necessary
confidence to TAKE THE TRADE before the big move
happens! Click here to view the entire EBAY Market
Read:
http://www.buyins.com/reports/ebay7-17-12.pdf



EARNINGS Most stock price histories show random or unpredictable movements around earnings reports. But
some repeat the same pattern quarter after quarter, year after year. Earnings predicts probability, price move and
length of move before and after all US stock earnings reports.



FRICTION FACTOR Friction Factor is based on the relationship between the price of a stock and the volume at
which it's bought and sold. Normal and abnormal Friction factor patterns can help you time your buying and
selling decisions for maximum earnings potential.



GATS The Global Automated Trading System (GATS) combines neural networks and genetic algorithms to
reduce investment risks. GATS selects the highest probability trades in stocks, bonds, options, commodities,
currencies and private equities, delivering precise, predictive and profitable data.



GROUP SECTOR Certain institutions can exert buying or selling pressure over an entire industry group, pushing
prices higher. Group Sector identifies stocks that most closely match their group's movement and generate
powerful group consensus trading signals to help you profit from the herd mentality.



PATTERN SCANNER describes the current technical situation in your stock. It displays the technicals, trend
conditions and seasonal factors and automatically discovers how that stock has performed in the trading days
following the occurrences of the event or combination of events. This technology automatically scans using
complex historical queries based on what event is taking place right now in the stock. It then displays the
probability, expected return and number of trading days for the expected move.



EVENTS This technology automatically tracks "Trigger Events" that positively or negatively affect the value of a
stock — or its perceived value among analysts — ranging from price fluctuations to natural disasters and political
shifts. The results reveal patterns that can predict market movements.



RegSHO NAKED SHORTS SEC Regulation SHO mandates that if a clearing agent holds a fail-to-deliver
position for 13 consecutive settlement days, it must purchase securities to close out its position, a.k.a. a forced
cover. WealthMakers aggregates data from NYSE, AMEX, NASDAQ, OTCBB and PINKSHEETS to track stocks
that are about to have forced covers.



SEASONALITY Seasonality analyzes more than 20 years of data to determine if stocks have a long or short
seasonal bias, how many trading days the move is expected to last, the probability of that move and the percentage
move the stock is expected to make based on the seasonal bias.



SQUEEZETRIGGER Our proprietary database of more than 3,500,000,000 short sale transactions allows us to
calculate the exact price at which the total short interest is short in each stock. Squeeze Trigger Alerts let you
know exactly when a short squeeze will start and how to trade profitably.



VALUATION A stock's value is a function of its forecasted earnings per share and forecasted earnings growth, as
well as profitability, interest and inflation rates. Valuation use these metrics to determine at what price a stock is
undervalued or overvalued, so that you can make investment decisions accordingly.



INSIDER Significant stock sales or purchases by company "insiders" (officers or directors) can be a predictor of
future price movements, up or down. The Insider strategy tracks these actions and correlates them with historical
data to give you an investment edge.

SEASONALITY

SEASONALITY

EARNINGS

The chart above shows the actual predictions WOPR
made that made it into the Matrix and resulted in 10
different EBAY Market Reads over the past 12 months.
The reads were ALL LONG and were as follows:
2 PatternScanner, 2 Seasonality, 1 Earnings, 5 GATS
EBAY made its way from $27 to nearly $45 , an $18
per share gain or +66% in just 1 year!
Market Read reports gave investors using
WealthMakers technology the confidence to stay long
EBAY even though the market was experiencing wide
fluctuations and spooking many investors out of trades
and taking losses. Market Reads stayed the course in
EBAY and steered investors to phenomenal profits
while weathering the market storm!

GAT GATS

GATS

PATTERN
SCANNER

Business Ecosystem -“An economic community supported by a foundation of interacting organizations and individuals the organisms of the business world. The economic community produces goods and services of value to customers, who
are themselves members of the ecosystem. The member organisms also include suppliers, lead producers, competitors,
and other stakeholders. Over time, they co-evolve their capabilities and roles, and tend to align themselves with the
directions set by one or more central companies. Those companies holding leadership roles may change over time, but the
function of ecosystem leader is valued by the community because it enables members to move toward shared visions to
align their investments, and to find mutually supportive roles.”
The power of an ECOSYSTEM is just now being understood. Apple Computer has built an ecosystem between the iMac,
iPhone, iPod, iTunes, iCloud, iPad, iTV etc. The different components interact with each other (syncing) and the users of
these components can relate to each other (due to the brand) and can interact with each other (due to the technology).
This has created the most valuable company in the world and the concept of “ecosystem” is new. WealthMakers has built
the only ecosystem on Wall Street:

WealthMakers has just launched a viral affiliate
network leveraging both Facebook and Twitter.
The Stock Tip Network requires a $1,000
subscription to Power Trader and users LIKE on
Facebook and FOLLOW on Twitter. This
frictionless marketing structure allows
WealthMakers to “post” its Market Reads to
Facebook and Twitter and have our customers
and all friends and followers of our customers
instantly see the trade post. Members of our
Stock Tip Network receive a 20% affiliate
commission when a member of their “like or
follow network” signs up for the $1,000 Stock
Tip Network. Affiliate commissions are paid out
at 20% for level 1, 5% for level 2 and 2% for
level 3. WealthMakers has more than 200 people
per day joining its “Like Network” on Facebook.

With 2,000 fans on Facebook, WealthMakers
reaches 54,000 readers and a friend of friend
audience of 1.26 million readers. This was
accomplished in only 2 weeks. The viral
nature of the Stock Tip Network spreads the
Market Read research fast and wide and starts
to generate a “self-fulfilling prophecy”
influence over the price action in certain stocks.
This combined with TRADE ACCELERATOR
on the following page enables members of the
Stock Tip Network to LEGALLY influence the
outcome of their own trades!

Members of the Stock Tip Network
get access to our Trade Accelerator
product which for $199 will release
the research report of their selection as
a Press Release and WealthMakers
will email the research report free of
charge to all existing institutional
holders and insiders of the company.
This gives Stock Tip Network
members a first-time-in-history chance
to “influence the outcome of their own
trade”. So once they take their
position in a stock, they use Trade
Accelerator to tell everyone else about
it and the result is faster target price
attainment and redeployment of
capital into new trades.

Once Stock Tip Network members use Trade Accelerator for a
specific market read, the report is
automatically released across the
retail network of individual investors, the institutional network
of mutual and hedge funds and
disseminated amongst thousands
of online site and blogs so that
other investors can trade in the
same stock and the same direction as you, only AFTER you
have entered your trade!

Mom & Pop Retail: they are being mistreated by everyone and want fair profitable advice
Daytrader: they want short-term highly profitable trade setups
Stockbroker: want to gather assets under management and put people in mutual funds
RIA: want to gather assets under management and diversify in funds and stock trading
Institution: want to make long-term investments in individual stocks (low turnover)
Hedge Funds: want to make as much money as they can and will trade a lot (higher turnover)
Proprietary Trade Desks: want to make money safe, quickly and consistently (market makers)
Insiders: want to time their stock options (exercising) and stock sales (not buyers of stock)
Executing Broker: simply execute trades for hedge funds using algos (VWAP, dark pools etc.)
Journalist / Reporter: like to write stories that know something that no one else knows
SELL-SIDE

BUY-SIDE

So one can now distinguish between the SELL-SIDE (left side of the circles above representing online brokers and
brokerage firms SELLing stuff to their clients) and the BUY-SIDE (right side of circles representing institutions,
hedge funds and proprietary traders BUYing stocks for their own portfolios). So why do people on the SELL-SIDE
want to talk to other players on the sell side and why do people on the BUY-SIDE want to talk to other people on
the BUY-SIDE?
The only common denominator amongst all the circles above is that everyone wants to be right and they all want to
make money. This means that RESEARCH is a key tool for all players because it helps people be right and
determine what to buy, when to buy it, when to sell it and what amount of capital and time risk they are taking in
doing so.

